
Polling place How would you 

rate the venue as 

a polling place? - 

Venue rating

How would you rate the venue as a polling place? - If you 

think it is unsuitable, please tell us why

How would you rate the venue as a polling place? - Can you 

suggest an alternative venue?

Do you have any other comments to make about your polling 

place? - Other comments

Do you have any comments on your current polling district 

boundary? - Comments on polling district boundary

Alloa Baptist Church Hall

Suitable

Suitable the opening and closing times of the venue fit round my work 

and family which makes it easier to make my vote

Unsuitable In the summer it is good but when winter comes and the dark 

nights and your sight is not to good it can put you off going to 

vote. 

The town hall enter by the side door at the roundabout side, its 

more open and good for parking etc.

no use commenting they are not listend too.

Unsuitable Although there is a ramped entrance the ramp is very uneven 

and rattles my wheelchair and, more importantly, me and my 

spine in a very uncomfortable manner.

Anywhere with a wide smooth ramped entrance

Unsuitable Although wheelchair access is in place the flag stones are 

very narrow for wheelchairs, your ramps at the front have 

certainly improved things.  Narrow and folk step aside when 

passing at the side of the kirk

What options are there at the Gate opposite? or maybe 

AlloaTown Hall 

I suspect the Claremont Lodge would have other issues

Parking can be difficult but that would be the same at the gate.

Still confession at times between the Baptist Church and 

Ludgate.

We need to keep voting places local. We need to make it easy for folk to vote

Bowmar Community 

Centre

Unsuitable Due to area don’t go and vote at this place Alloa Town Hall. Poor and not good area as previously stated won’t go and 

vote there.

None other than too many councillors.

Unsuitable Unsuitable as I live nearer to the polling station in Mill Street 

but cannot use it.

Suitable

Suitable

Clackmannan Town Hall

Suitable None as it is  central to all in the town  and ideal None Our polling District is ideal

Suitable

Suitable

Coalsnaughton Village 

Hall

Suitable It is ideal and centrally located. Now with heating systems 

upgraded via grants from the Community Council.



Cochrane Hall

Suitable No. I want vote in the cochrane hall and the people at the west 

end of alva need a polling station there or you will 

disenfranchise them. 

Yes. It serves the purpose very well. Plenty of parking, space 

inside, and decent privacy when voting due to space. 

It seems to work fine and the people at both ends of alva 

have a convenient polling station. Please don't mess around 

with it! 

Suitable Only suggestion would be Alva Primary school. No No

Suitable Parkland....maybe not as large but don't think there is ever a 

really busy spell that it couldn't cope.

Suitable

Suitable

Suitable

Coronation Hall

Suitable No Building is suitable for all and causes very little disruption to 

other users

Suitable None

Devonvale Hall

Unsuitable It's quite a trek for older folk, those with young kid/babies or 

mobility issues and where it is situated isn't ideal. It may be 

big enough for the whole of Tilly but practicality it isn't great. 

Would be better to have 2 other polling stations, such as the 

Ben Cleuch centre and centenary hall. If you have to use 

wheelchairs or have babies in buggy then you need 

somewhere that is easier to access without trying to 

manoeuvre very steep steps.

Yes Ben Cleuch centre and centenary hall. First one as it would 

suit those with mobility issues (inc wheelchairs/scooters, or 

walking sticks - eg if you've just had surgery) and the 2nd as it is 

more centrally located within the village for majority of village.

It's not easiest place to access, on a busy road, the parking is 

across the road where there is many potholes, and if it's full 

you can't get anywhere to park safely and legally

Shouldn't be made bigger - we are Clackmannanshire and 

Ochil not Ochil/Perthshire and Dunblane 

Suitable Adequate disabled access, but parking close to entrance is 

difficult.

Alternatives of Ben Cleuch or Baptist Church Annex are 

probably too small. 

Suitable

Suitable

Suitable No. No.

Suitable I usually have a postal vote as seem to be away at elections. No

Dollar Civic Centre

Suitable

Suitable



Dumyat Centre

Suitable It provides a safe, accessible Polling Station with sufficient 

privacy

Suitable Church hall None on the place but could this be done online?

Suitable There are no other suitable venues that have the capacity as far 

as I'm aware.

The council is looking to close the Dumyat Centre or hand it 

over and I'm not sure that anywhere else has the space to 

deal with the voting. The church halls are quite small and the 

school too. 

Suitable

Suitable No. Centre of village and off street parking It is accessible and well known No

Loganlea Tearoom

Unsuitable Concerns over privately owned premises.

Sauchie and 

Coalsnaughton Parish 

Church Hall

Suitable No it is convenient and always kept private, tidy and clean

Suitable

Suitable

Sauchie Hall

Suitable why must I travel to sauchie to vote when I live in Alloa  !

St Mungo's RC Church 

Hall

Unsuitable Too far away for people who experience mobility problems.

Too many Polling districts in one polling station.

Erskine Street OAP Hall

St Serf's Church Hall

Suitable No No

Suitable

St John Vianney's 

Church Hall

Suitable

The View Bar & 

Restaurant, Fishcross

Suitable

Suitable

Unsuitable Concerns over privately owned premises. School



Tullibody Civic Centre

Suitable Well it would be suitable if the funding wasn't cut to the 

centre, shame the Tullibody Community trust weren't 

allowed to keep the building open

Suitable

Suitable Nope, the rest are too far away and schools are no longer an 

option

No comment other than the civic centre is now closed due to 

inadequate care and we no longer have anywhere to vote. 

Suitable The council have closed the centre so another venue may 

need to be found 

Suitable No, and the council should be supporting the community of 

Tullibody and investing in the Civic centre to bring it up to 

standard and allow it to re-open. Too many decisions taken by 

those in high positions who have no interest in the local 

community ( many of whom don't even reside in the county!!), 

the Civic Centre has been left to rot by Clackmannanshire 

Council for decades,the lack of investment in Tullibody as a 

whole by Clackmannanshire Council is an absolute disgrace and 

it's time that changed given the size of Tullibody, which is easily 

the second largest populated town in the county.  The decision 

not to carry out the essential repairs to the Civic Centre needs 

to be urgently revisited and reversed, this Council is standing by 

doing nothing whilst the only facility of this nature and size is 

lying unused, in dire need of upgrading. This council has 

allowed the centre to close whilst toddlers groups, football 

teams, pensioners groups, the wrestling club etc have all been 

left in limbo. There have been offers by local tradesmen to 

carry out the essential work and charge NOTHING for their 

labour, why are Clackmannanshire Council not at the very least 

then providing the necessary materials so this work can be 

done?  No doubt the plan will be to move the polling place to 

the 'Community Hub' once the new school is open, but this 

should not be happening, it should remain at the Civic Centre!!

It should remain at the Civic Centre No

Suitable

Whins Resource Centre

Suitable It is a very small space, which does not affect me but may be 

difficult for wheelchairs. Also, I tend to vote at 7am when it is 

quiet, but I would imagine if it was busy and the weather was 

inclement, then a larger venue would be preferable.

Not Answered Not Answered Fishcross - The proposed tempoary place is at the end of a 

dead end where cars turn and park.  What traffic 

management arrangements would be in place?  

As this is currently a car park what would the polling station 

consist of? What facilities will there be for staff who are 

there all day? 


